
PHIGOLF 2 Smart Home Golf Simulator – Swing Stick Trainer & Analyser

Enjoy a round of golf from your own home using your real swing with the brand-new Phigolf 2! Phigolf 2’s swing stick and improved sensor work on the
popular World Golf Tour (WGT) app by Topgolf, E6 Connect app by TruGolf, as well as Phigolf’s own golf app! Play on world-famous Championship golf
courses and be amazed as the on-screen avatar mirrors your swing motion in real-time!

Compatible with WGT, Phigolf and E6 Connect Apps
Weighted training stick
3D swing graph and live feedback
Speed golf and Rush game mode
High-quality courses
Monthly tournaments
Online and local multiplayer
Use sensor in your clubs for data feedback
iOS and Android compatible
Full access to WGT and E6 Connect courses require subscription

From beginners to golf pros alike, Phigolf 2 is perfect for get-togethers, whether you’re planning your next BBQ, birthday party, pizza night or looking
for something to keep you entertained on your next trip! It’s a great, interactive way to introduce children, friends, and family to golf (without having to
drag them out to a course)!



3D Data Analysis System

The analysis system helps you understand how you play, find your own tempo with effective feedback, and improve your swing. Phigolf also provides
various training programs, such as swing analysis and putting-posture analysis. You can visually check head speed, swing frequency, club path, face
angle, and shot distance data. You will have a better range of motion and more accurate consistency.

Play on 3 amazing apps!

Phigolf 2: Multiple golf courses, games, and modes are provided on the Phigolf app. Play solo or multiplayer on 7 different fun modes including stroke
play, closest-to-the-hole and longest drive.

WGT Golf: Play solo or head-to-head online against friends who also have Phigolf 2, wherever they are in the world. Play the Wolf Creek course for free
in ‘Stroke Play’ and ‘Closest-to-the-Hole’. For only 2 dollars/month, access the full 19 courses plus 5 best-of short courses offered by WGT.

E6 Connect: Includes the Aviara Golf course. With a paid subscription, experience more than 40 famous courses, exciting games, and online competitions
with E6 Connect. Play fun mini-games such as Solaro (blackout) and Henyett (darts). E6 Connect allows you to compete against other golfers around the
world in real-time peer-to-peer competition.



Play friends locally or online

Participate in online global tournaments, or play friends and family remotely via the online platform. Play different tournament modes, and win prizes
along the way. In rush mode, you can also enjoy a game at the same time without waiting for your turn. A maximum of 4 people can join the game on
one device.


